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A Review of Guidance for Using Ground-Based Vertically-
Profiling Wind Lidar For Wind Resource Assessment
What are the best practices for usingwind lidar for wind resource assess-ments in 2020?
Motivation for this review

Wind lidar is a rapidly maturing field. As a result, itcan be hard to know which documents are current, andwhich are out-of-date. This can be particularly chal-lenging for new lidar users who are just starting out,but can also mean that others might be using guidanceor methods that have since been superseded. Thisdocument therefore provides a short update on whatwe consider to be ‘best practice‘ in 2020.
Our goal

Our goal is to document the steps required to collecthigh-quality, well-documented wind lidar data for usein wind resource assessments on land.
Our use case

We focus on ground-based lidar that use a fixed scangeometry to deliver data that are to be used in theresource assessment phase of a wind farm develop-ment on land. These data typically consist of vertically-resolved profiles of wind speed and direction.
A short history of guidance documents

In 2013 IEA Wind Task 32 and Task 11 pub-lished recommended practices for ground-based re-mote sensing for wind resource assessment [1], knownas RP-15. It was published to satisfy a need from thewind energy community for documented good prac-tice in measurements with active remote sensing de-vices (RSDs), including lidar and sodar. RP-15 providedspecific guidance as “Recommended Practices” (e.g.,
RP-15 RP 1) and informative notes (e.g. RP-15 Note
1) about how to use remote sensing. These coveredmany different aspects of the remote sensing lifecy-cle. The document was based on experience and col-lected the remote sensing community’s understandingin 2013. Therefore it was not a standard, but a “recom-mended practices” document. RP-15 is available fromTask 32’s GitHub repository.

In 2016, the Measuring Network of Wind Energy In-stitutes - MEASNET - published Version 2.0 of a “Pro-
cedure for the evaluation of site-specific wind conditions”[2]. This procedure provides generic guidance to mea-suring wind characteristics, and a normative annex onwind measurement using remote sensing devices. Italso includes guidance on how to set up measurementcampaigns depending on the data required. It is avail-able from www.measnet.com.

In 2017 the International Electrotechnical Commit-tee published a new edition of the IEC 61400-12-1‘Standard for power performance testing of wind tur-bines’ [IEC 61400-12-1 (2017), 3]. The IEC 61400-12-1 standard has traditionally been used as a de factostandard for the measurements required for a wind re-source assessment. It includes Annex L on the use ofremote sensing for wind measurements. As a result,some groups also consider this standard to be applica-ble to the use case we consider here. The IEC 61400-12-1 (2017) standard can be purchased from the IEC.
What to do in 2020

This review identifies the documents that are appli-cable at different steps in the lifecycle of a wind lidardeployment. These steps include:
1. Characterising wind lidar2. Installing wind lidar3. Operating wind lidar4. Lidar data analysis5. Verification of wind lidar.
These steps are recommended to help lidar usersgather high-quality, actionable data that meet theirstakeholders’ needs.
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1 Characterising wind lidar
It is important that the technology used in the lidar iswell characterized for future reference. This is coveredin RP-15, RP 1: ‘Documentation of RSD characteristics’.

2 Installing wind lidar
2.1 Training

Users are encouraged to take specialist training onthe wind lidar before deploying the device. This is cov-ered in RP-15, RP 2: ‘Training of workers’.
2.2 Selecting lidar deployment sites

Careful site selection is important to get high-qualitydata. The user should:
• Choose a representative location considering howthe lidar data will be used, for example as the solesource of wind speed data; for input to flow mod-els; for model validation; or to confirm shear. Thischoice should be made with stakeholders. Ap-proaches are given in the MEASNET document [2].• Avoid obstructions. Wind lidar should have a clearsky view. This is described in RP-15 RP 6 d. Somelidar devices can deliver accurate data when thebeams are partially obstructed.• Avoid small-scale wind disturbances such as mastor tower wakes or other phenomena that might passthrough the measurement volume, but are not re-lated to the wind resource that a wind turbine wouldexperience. RP-15 RP 6 c recommends avoidingsuch features. Some wind lidar devices include ig-nore data processing that can filter out the effectsof such small-scale wind disturbances.

Because data processing tools are specific to eachdevice, users should always follow the manufacturer’sguidance on how to site their device.
2.3 Deploying wind lidar in complex terrain

Terrain influences the winds above it. This can leadto changes in flow within the lidar’s measurement vol-ume. This terrain-induced, measurement-scale flowinhomogeneity is often referred to generally as ‘com-plex flow’ that occurs in ‘complex terrain’. It is impor-tant to note that flow conditions are also influenced bymany other factors beside the terrain form. These mayinclude land cover, measurement height, weather, andothers [see e.g., 4]
Lidars and cup anemometers use different windmeasurement principles. A lidar measurement is basedon information from an extended measurement vol-ume, while a cup anemometer uses data from onepoint. In complex flow, wind lidar and cup anemome-ters will therefore give somewhat different data.
Cup anemometers are the accepted reference de-vice for the wind energy industry. Therefore, ‘trans-fer methods’ have been developed between wind lidarand cup anemometers. These use many different ap-proaches and are often device-specific. The applicabil-

ity or suitability of these methods is out of scope forthis document.
Users may still wonder, “when might the flow becomplex enough to need a transfer method?”. Thereis no directly applicable standard because of the rangeof devices and transfer methods. Therefore, we sug-gest that it may be appropriate to work with lidar ven-dors and other experts to assess the need for a trans-fer method if conditions are complex according to IEC61400-12-1 (2017).
The use of transfer methods should also be drivenby the purpose for which the data is being used. Li-dar users should always work with their stakeholdersto understand their requirements and their acceptanceof different transfer methods. This may also have im-plications for verification.
An IEA Wind Task 32 working group on the use ofwind lidar in complex terrain is carrying out a groupstudy on several different transfer methods. Resultsare expected in 2021.

2.4 Transport

Suggestions for how to prepare and transport lidarare given in RP-15, RP 4: ‘Reusable protective packaging
for RSD transport’ and RP-15, RP 5: ‘Installation of shock
detectors on the RSD’.
2.5 Site preparation

Recommendations for how to prepare a site for a li-dar deployment are given in RP-15 RP 6 a and b.
2.6 Lidar orientation

It is important to document the lidar’s compass ori-entation. See RP-15, RP 7: ‘Device alignment’.
2.7 Tilt and roll

It is important to monitor the lidar’s tilt and roll withrespect to vertical. This may be required for data anal-ysis or to monitor the lidar’s stability. Recommendedpractices are given in RP-15, RP 8: ‘Device levelling’ and
RP-15, RP 9: ‘Tilt sensors on the RSD’.
2.8 Time synchronization

Using data from multiple sources (for example, awind lidar and a traditional tower) is only possibly ifthey are time-sychronized. See RP-15 RP 10.
2.9 Power supply

Many wind lidar devices will be deployed remotely.Recommendations on how to choose a stand-alonepower supply option for such situations are given in
RP-15, RP 11: ‘Design of remote power systems’. Remotepower systems that have any kind of on-site fuel re-quire special care and preparation. See RP-15, RP 12:
‘Fuelled remote power systems’.
2.10 Protection from interference

Like any unattended equipment, care should betaken to protect a ground-based lidar from interfer-
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ence. See RP-15, RP 13: ‘Protection from interference’.
2.11 Safety signs and interlocks

The need for safe operation and signage is coveredin RP-15, RP 14: ‘safety signs, interlocks and operation’.
2.12 Function check

It is important to check that the lidar is workingproperly before being left unattended. A checklist wassuggested in RP-15, RP 15: ‘Function checklist’. Thesechecks are still useful, but now might be implementedas part of automated tests by the lidar.
2.13 Stakeholder-driven documentation

An installation report can add value to the final dataset that is used in the wind resource assessment by re-ducing uncertainty. The user should check that the in-formation in the installation report satisfies their stake-holders and considers future needs. Many vendors andthird-party engineers provide templates to help collectthis data. RP-15, RP 16: ‘Installation report’ also sug-gests a list of things to include in an installation report.
3 Operating wind lidar
3.1 Communications

RP-15 gives recommendations for how to provideremote access to a wind lidar (RP-15, RP 17: ‘Remote
access to the RSD’).
3.2 Deployments in cold climates

Wind lidar can be deployed in cold climates. Lidarmay be easier to keep operating in icing conditionsthan cup anemometers, while lidar and met towerscould be used together to increase data availability.
There are no existing best practices for lidar deploy-ments in cold climates. Care should be taken to workwith lidar suppliers to plan the deployment and ob-tain any equipment recommended for low tempera-tures such as heaters, insulating blankets, or protec-tive tents. Users can mitigate the effects of snow bypreparing platforms to raise the lidar above the ground,and should use appropriate washer fluid.
IEA Wind Task 32 and Task 19 started a joint effort in2020 to share and document experience in using windlidar in cold climates. Results are expected in 2021.

3.3 Servicing and maintenance

Like all wind measurement devices, wind lidar mayrequire maintenance from time to time. Recommenda-tions for how wind lidar users and suppliers can worktogether to ensure reliability and repeatability are pro-vided in RP-15, RP 23: ‘Recommended service intervals’.
3.4 Operation and maintenance log

Users should log all use and maintenance of the lidar.See RP-15, RP 24: ‘Operation and maintenance log’.

4 Remote sensing data analysis
4.1 Wind speed and vector

It can be helpful to save data wind lidar data at dif-ferent steps in the internal data processing. Recom-mendations for what data to store are given in RP-15,
RP 25 – 27: ‘.’

4.2 Turbulence intensity

Sometimes, lidar users wish to collect turbulence in-tensity (TI) data as part of a wind resource measure-ment campaign. These might be used to judge the suit-ability of a site for a specific wind turbine, or to estab-lish the site class according to a standard. TI data canalso be obtained from cups, models, and wind speeddata, amongst many other methods.
Because wind lidar measures wind in a volume, theremay be differences between the turbulence intensitymeasured by a wind lidar and that measured by a cupanemometer [see e.g., 5]. As with complex flows (§2.3),deriving turbulence intensity from wind lidar is there-fore a device-specific challenge.
There have been efforts to create transfer func-tions for turbulence intensity, but their applicabilityand suitability is out of the scope of this document.Users should ask vendors or consultants for guidance.
There are ongoing industry initiatives to explore theuse of turbulence data from wind lidar:

• The Consortium for the Advancement for RemoteSensing (CFARS, www.cfars.org) is testing severalmethods of processing wind lidar data to estimatethe turbulence intensity that a cup anemometerwould measure. Results are expected in 2020.• DNV-GL initiated a joint industry project (JIP; seewww.dnvgl.com) in 2019 to support acceptance andadoption of wind lidar for wind turbulence measure-ments. Results are expected from 2021.
4.3 Extreme gusts

Wind resource assessment campaigns sometimesaim to provide the data used to estimate extreme windgusts. These data are required to assess the suitabilityof wind turbines for the conditions at a site. Extremegusts can be measured directly [see IEC 61400-12-1(2017) 3] or derived from other data.
Wind lidar and cup anemometers use different mea-surement principles and so extreme gusts measuredby wind lidar can differ from those measured by cupanemometers. These differences are also device-specific. Therefore, users should engage with vendorsand consultants if they wish to use lidar-derived datato estimate extreme gusts.

5 Verification of remote sensing devices
Verification is the act of quantifying the perfor-mance of a device against a reference. Like cupanemometers and other measurement devices used inthe development of wind energy facilities, the verifi-
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cation of a wind lidar should be driven by the user’srequirements (see RP-15 Section 1.7 “A note on ‘banka-
bility”’). Verification can therefore take many forms:
• Most lidars are checked by the manufacturer beforedelivery to customers. This can take the form of ashort measurement campaign where the lidar mea-sures winds near a reference anemometer mountedon a tall tower. A comparison of the results showsif the device is performing as expected. This com-parison could be carried out according to the IEC61400-12-1 (2017) standard [3]. Alternatively, thelidar can be placed next to another lidar that is reg-ularly compared to a cup anemometer on a mast.These pre-delivery tests are the same concepts asthose offered for cup anemometers.• Users who want to explore the performance of a li-dar device could use the approaches set out in RP-

15 RP 30 – 40. However, the process described in
RP-15 is unlikely to provide the information neededfor an investment decision.• Users who require more detailed information aboutthe device uncertainty – for example as part of thefinancing package for a wind energy facility – mightrequire an uncertainty certification according to theIEC 61400-12-1 (2017) standard [3].
These methods may give slightly different uncer-tainty estimates and the results may be treated dif-ferently by different stakeholders. Users should there-fore work closely with stakeholders to ensure that theychoose a verification approach that gives them an ap-propriate uncertainty budget.
Verification guidelines for remote sensing devicesare being reviewed as part a new IEC wind measure-ment standard (IEC 61400-50-2), expected 2021.

Summary
Several groups have published guidance about theuse of wind lidar for wind resource assessment.
Many of the recommendations made in the 2013IEA Wind RP-15 are still applicable in 2020, particu-larly in relation to general good practice when deploy-ing, operating, and maintaining wind lidar.
Since 2013 the wind energy community has gath-ered a huge amount of experience in using wind lidardata. Some of this experience has been captured inMEASNET [2] and in the IEC 61400-12-1 standard forpower performance measurements [3]. Also, stake-holders may have their own preferences. Therefore alidar user should always work with their vendors andstakeholders to identify the appropriate solution fortheir use case. Such collaboration can significantly in-crease the value of lidar measurements.
Upcoming new IEC standards for resource assess-ment, instrumentation, and measurements – to bepublished in the 2020s – may in turn deprecate thesedocuments. Similarly, coordination across the wind li-dar community and wind-energy industry initiatives (Task 32, CFARS, DNV-GL, IEC, and others) may lead to

convergence on methods.
Your feedback and comments

We welcome constructive feedback about this re-view and other IEA Wind Task 32 activities. Feedbackabout this review should be directed to the review’sGitHub repository or to the Task 32 Operating agents.
We anticipate revising this document dur-ing the years 2021-2023 to reflect feedbackand new developments. Check for revisions athttp://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3862384.
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